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We study the HardyLittlewood method for the Laurent series field Fq((1T ))
over the finite field Fq with q elements. We show that if *1 , *2 , *3 are non-zero
elements in Fq((1T )) satisfying *1 *2  Fq(T ) and
sgn(*1)+sgn(*2)+sgn(*3)=0,
then the values of the sum
*1 P1+*2P2+*3P3 ,
as Pi (i=1, 2, 3) run independently through all monic irreducible polynomials in
Fq[T ], are everywhere dense on the ‘‘non-Archimedean’’ line Fq((1T )), where
sgn( f ) # Fq denotes the leading coefficient of f # Fq((1T )).  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1946, Davenport and Heilbronn [4] adapted the HardyLittlewood
method to prove that if *i (i=1, 2, 3, 4, 5) are non-zero real numbers, not
all of the same sign, and if *1 *2 is irrational, then the values of
:
5
i=1
*ix2i ,
as xi run independently through all natural numbers, are everywhere dense
on the real line. For the linear form, in [1] (see also [13] and [15]) Baker
show that if *1 , *2 , *3 are non-zero real numbers, not all of the same sign,
with one at least of the ratios *i *j irrational, then for any positive integer
n there exist infinitely many primes p1 , p2 , p3 satisfying the inequality
|*1 p1+*2 p2+*3 p3 |<(ln p)&n,
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where p denotes the maximum of p1 , p2 , p3 . In [8], Harman shows that
|*1 p1+*2 p2+*3 p3 |<(max
j
pj)&15+=.
The key to the HardyLittlewood method on the real line is the integral
|

&
exp(xy) } \sin ?x?x +
2
dx=max[1&| y|, 0]. (1)
In this paper, we study the HardyLittlewood method for the completion
fields K=Fq((1T )) of the rational function field K=Fq(T ) at infinite
place, where Fq denotes the finite field with q elements and K denotes the
Laurent series field over Fq at 1T. We have a natural discrete valuation | } |
on K defined by
| f |=qdeg f,
where deg f denotes the degree of f # K at T, and set deg 0=&. Since K
is complete under the non-Arhimedean valuation | } | and the Pontryagin
(self-) duality K@=K (cf. Section 2), we have the following basic analogy:
Fq[T ]tZ, KtQ, and K tR.
In this paper, we show that if *1 , *2 , *3 are non-zero elements in K
satisfying *1*2  K and
sgn(*1)+sgn(*2)+sgn(*3)=0,
then the values of the sum
*1P1+*2P2+*3P3 ,
as Pi (i=1, 2, 3) run independently through all monic irreducible polyno-
mials in Fq[T ], are everywhere dense on the ‘‘non-Archimedean’’ line K ,
where sgn( f ) # Fq denotes the leading coefficient of f # K at 1T. In fact,
we obtain a more explicit inequality in Theorem 2.1. In the proof of
Theorem 2.1, the integral of Lemma 2.2, in other words,
|
K
E(af ) /n(a) da={1 if deg f<n,0 if deg fn,
plays a role entirely analogous to the integral (1) on the real line.
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2. THE MAIN THEOREM AND DEFINITION
Let q be a power of a prime number p, and let Fq be the finite field with
q elements over Fp=ZpZ. Let 0 : Fp  C_ be the canonical additive
character defined by
0(c )=exp \2?i } cp + ,
where c denotes the canonical image of c in Fp . Let : Fq  C_ be the
additive character defined by (x)=0(Tr(x)) for all x # Fq , where Tr is
the trace map from Fq to Fp . Let A=Fq[T ] (resp., K=Fq(T )) be the poly-
nomial ring (resp., rational function field) with coefficients in Fq . Let
K=Fq((1T )) denote the completion field of K at infinite place; in other
words, for every a # K , if a{0, then a can be expressed as
a= :
&
i=d
ciT i,
where ci # Fq and cd {0. The sign, degree, and absolute value of a are
defined by sgn a=cd , deg a=d, and |a|=qd. The residue of a at infinite
place is denoted by Res f=c&1 . The exponential map E: K  C_ is
defined by
E(a)=(Res a).
The exponential map E is a non-trivial additive character from K to C_
and the Pontryagin (self-) duality K@=K is deduced by the bilinear
map
K_K  C_,
(a, f ) [ E(a } f ).
In this paper, the Haar measure for K is defined to be
|
deg a&1
1 da=1.
With these properties, we have the following basic analogy:
AtZ, KtQ, K tR, and Etexp.
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The main theorem of this paper is
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that *1 , *2 , *3 are non-zero elements in K
satisfying
sgn(*1)+sgn(*2)+sgn(*3)=0 and *1 *2  K,
and that * is an element in K . Then there exist infinitely many positive
integers N for which there are
>>q27N14
ordered triples of monic irreducible polynomials P1 , P2 , P3 with deg * iPi
=N, i=1, 2, 3, and
deg(*+*1 P1+*2P2+*3P3)< &[N14&3 ln N],
where [x] denotes the integer satisfying x&1<[x]x and the implied
constant << depends only on A and *i .
In this paper, we only deal with the case when
sgn(*1)+sgn(*2)+sgn(*3)=0,
(2)
deg *1=deg *2=deg *3=0.
For the other cases, the proof is a modification. Thus from now on we
assume that (2) holds. The complete proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in
Section 6.
Remark. The choice of N depends on *1 *2 # K K and this condition
is used only in Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2.
Let M be the subring of K consisting of a # K with deg a &1 and
let /0 be the characteristic function of M; in other words, /0 : K  R
satisfies
/0(a)={1 if a # M,0 otherwise.
Given any integer n, the function /n : K  R is defined by
/n(a)=qn/0(aT n),
for all a # K .
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Lemma 2.2. We have
|
K
E(af ) /n(a) da={1 if deg f <n,0 if deg f n.
Proof. See [9, Theorem 3.5]. K
Let N be a fixed positive integer. We define functions
S(a)= :$
deg P=N
E(aP),
I(a)=
1
N |y # T N M E(ay) dy,
Sj (a)=S(a*j), Ij (a)=I(a*j), j=1, 2, 3,
F(a)= ‘
3
j=1
Sj (a), H(a)= ‘
3
j=1
Ij (a),
where $ denotes the sum over monic irreducible polynomials in A. Let ?N
denote the number of monic irreducible polynomials in A of degree N. The
prime number theorem for A is given by
qNN&qN2<?N<qNN. (3)
Since f ( y)=E(a*j y) is an additive character on T NM and deg *j=0, by
the definition of E we have
Ij (a)={
qN
N
if deg a<&N,
(4)
0 if deg a&N,
and
Sj (a)={?N?N } (sgn(a*j))
if deg a<&N&1,
if deg a=&N&1.
(5)
We recall the Dirichlet Theorem for A in
Theorem 2.3. Given any : # K and positive integer N, there exist
monic polynomial Q and polynomial a in A satisfying (Q, a)=1, deg QN,
and deg(:&aQ)&(deg Q+N+1).
Proof. See [9]. K
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3. A LEMMA IN ADDITIVE NUMBER THEORY OF
POLYNOMIAL RINGS
Let S: K  C_ be defined by
S(x)= :$
deg P=N
E(xP),
where $ denotes the sum over monic irreducible polynomials in A. Let Q
be a monic polynomial in A and a # A such that (Q, a)=1. Let : be an
element in K such that deg(:&aQ)<&2 deg Q. The purpose of this
section is to deduce an upper bound for |S(aQ)| and |S(:)|. For this pur-
pose, we need the following notation and results. Let / be a multiplicative
character modulo Q; in other words, / is a group homomorphism from
(AQA)_ to C_. The Gauss sum g(/) is given by
g(/)= :
b (mod Q)
/(b) E(bQ).
As in the classical case, we have (cf. [3] or [11, Theorem 4.1])
| g(/)|q(deg Q)2. (6)
Lemma 3.1. Let / be a non-trivial multiplicative character modulo Q.
Then
} :$
deg P=N
/(P) }(deg Q+1) } q
N2
N
.
Proof. See [6, Theorem 5.7.] K
The main result of this section is
Theorem 3.2. We have
|S(aQ)|<<
ln deg Q
N } q(deg Q)2
(qN+qN2+deg Q } deg Q),
where the implied constants depend only on A.
Proof. First, if deg Q<N, then we have
S(aQ)=
1
,(Q)
:$
deg P=N
:
/ (mod Q)
/(P) :
b (mod Q)
/&1(b) E(bQ) /(a)
=
1
,(Q)
:
/ (mod Q)
:$
deg P=N
/(P) g(/&1) /(a)
=
1
,(Q)
:
/ (mod Q)
g(/&1) :$
deg P=N
/(P) /(a),
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where , is the polynomial Euler function; in other words, ,(Q) denotes the
order of (AQA)_. We make a suitable modification of [7, Theorem 328].
We also have
qdeg Q,(Q)>>
qdeg Q
ln deg Q
,
as deg Q goes to , where the implied constants depend only on A. Com-
bining these with (6), (3), and Lemma 3.1, we obtain
|S(aQ)|<<
ln deg Q
q(deg Q)2 \} :$deg P=N /$(P) }+ } :/{/$ (mod Q) :$deg P=N /(P) }+
<<
ln deg Q
q(deg Q)2 \
qN
N
+qdeg Q } deg Q }
qN2
N +
<<
ln deg Q
N } q(deg Q)2
(qN+qN2+deg Q } deg Q),
where /$ is the trivial character modulo Q.
If deg QN, then the estimate is trivial. K
In Theorem 3.2, if deg Q2N3, then the estimate is not good. In order
to improve the estimate for |S(aQ)| in the case when deg Q&deg a>
2N3, we use the following method. Let l be a positive integer satisfying
lN2 and let f be a monic polynomial in A of degree N. Let ?N( f, l )
denote the number of monic irreducible polynomials P of degree N with
deg(P& f )<N&l. In [10, Corollary 2.6], we have
?N( f, l )=
qN&l
N
+O(qN2), (7)
where the implied constants depend only on A. Let it be given that
x= :
&
i=&N+l&1
aiT i # K , f =T N+ :
0
j=N&1
fjT j # A,
where ai , fj # Fq , a&N+l&1 {0, and set fN=1. We have
Res(xf )= :
l
k=0
a&N+k&1 fN&k . (8)
Thus if P is a monic irreducible polynomial of degree N satisfying
deg(P& f )<N&l, then Res(xP)=Res(xf ). Combining (7) and (8), we
get
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*[monic irreducibles P | deg P=N, Res(xP)=c]
=ql&1 } \q
N&l
N
+O(qN2)+
=
qN&1
N
+O(q l+N2), (9)
for any c # Fq . Since
E(xP)=exp \2?i } Tr(Res(xP))p + ,
and Tr is a surjective Fp-linear mapping from Fq onto Fp , by (9) we obtain
|S(x)|= } :$
deg P=N
E(xP) }=O(q l+N2).
Therefore we have
Theorem 3.3. Let m be an integer such that 0m<N2. Then
|S(x)|=O(qm+N2),
for all x # K with deg x=&N+m, where the implied constants depend
only on A.
Here we give two corollaries of Theorem 3.2.
Corollary 3.4. Let a, Q be as above. Suppose that the positive integer
d satisfies d<deg QN&d and deg(:&aQ)<d&deg Q&N. Then we
have
|S(:)|<<qN&(d2) } ln N,
where the implied constants depend only on A.
Proof. Let P be any monic irreducible polynomial in A with deg P=N.
Then
deg(P:&PaQ)=N+deg(:&aQ)<d&deg Q &1.
Thus we have Res(P:)=Res(PaQ). This implies that S(:)=S(aQ).
By Theorem 3.2 and d<deg QN&d, we complete the proof. K
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Corollary 3.5. Let a, Q be as above. Suppose that the positive integer
d satisfies d<deg QN&d and deg(:&aQ)<&2 deg Q. Then we have
|S(:)|<<qN&(d2) } ln N,
where the implied constants depend only on A.
Proof. If deg(:&aQ)<d&deg Q&N, then it follows from Corollary 3.4.
Thus we assume that
d&deg Q&Ndeg(:&aQ)<&2 deg Q.
By the Dirichlet’s theorem for A, there exist monic polynomial Q$ and
a$ # A such that (Q$, a$)=1, deg Q$N&d, and
deg(:&a$Q$)<d&deg Q$&N. (10)
If Q$=Q, then the proof follows from (10), N&ddeg Q$=deg Q>d,
and Corollary 3.4. Thus we assume that Q${Q and we have
&deg Q$Qdeg(aQ&a$Q$)<max[&2 deg Q, d&deg Q$&N].
(1) If &2 deg Qd&deg Q$&N, then &deg Q$Q&2 deg Q. This
implies that deg Q$deg Q>d. The proof follows from (10) and
Corollary 3.4.
(2) If &2 deg Q<d&deg Q$&N, then deg Q>N&d. This is
impossible. K
4. THE MAJOR ARCS
Lemma 4.1. Let n be a positive integer and let &N<D< &N2. Then
we have
|
deg aD
|F(a)&H(a)| /&n(a) da=O \q
&n+(3N2)
N2
+q(92) N+4D&n+ ,
as N goes to , where the implied constants depend only on A.
Proof. By (4), (5), sgn(*1)+sgn(*2)+sgn(*3)=0, /&n(a)q&n, and
(3), we get
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|
deg aD
|F(a)&H(a)| /&n(a) da
q&n |
deg a &N&1
|?3N&q
3NN 3| da+q&n :
D
i=&N
|
deg a=i
|F(a)| da
O \q
&n+(3N2)
N2 ++q&n :
D
i=&N
|
deg a=i
|F(a)| da.
Since Sj (a)=S(a*j) and deg a*j=deg a, by Theorem 3.3 we obtain
|Sj (a)|=O(qN+D+N2), for &Ndeg aD.
Hence
q&n :
D
i=&N
|
deg a=i
|F(a)| da
=O \q&n :
D
i=&N
|
deg a=i
q(92) N+3D da+
=O(q&n } qD } q(92) N+3D)
=(q(92) N+4D&n).
Combining these, we complete the proof. K
Lemma 4.2. Let n be a positive integer. If D&N and N>1+deg *,
then we have
|
deg aD
H(a) E(a*) /&n(a) da
q2(N&1)&n
N3
.
Proof. By (4) and the definition of H, we have H(a)=0 if deg a
D&N. Thus
|
deg aD
H(a) E(a*) /&n(a) da=0. (11)
By the definitions of H and E, we have
|
K
H(a) E(a*) /&n(a) da
=
1
N3 |K |T NM |T NM |TNM E \a \*+ :
3
j=1
*j yj ++
_/&n(a) dy1 dy2 dy3 da
=
1
N3 |TN M |TNM |TNM |K E \a \*+ :
3
j=1
*j yj ++
_/&n(a) da dy1 dy2 dy3 .
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Given any y2 , y3 # T N&1+T N&1M/T N M, take y1 # &*&11 (*+*2 y2+
*3 y3)+T &n M. Since N>1+deg *, deg *j=0, and sgn(*1)+sgn(*2)+
sgn(*3)=0, we have deg y1=N&1, sgn( y1)=1, and y1 # T NM. Thus the
triple ( y1 , y2 , y3) satisfies
*+*1 y1+*2 y2+*3 y3 # T &nM
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that
|
K
E \a \*+ :
3
j=1
*j yj++ /&n(a) da=1.
Therefore the last multiple integral is greater than
1
N3
} q2(N&1)&n.
Combining this with (11), we complete the proof. K
5. THE MINOR ARCS
For any x # K , we define
V(x)=min[ |S1(x)|, |S2(x)|].
Lemma 5.1. Let = be a positive real number satisfying =<12. There
exist infinitely many positive integers N such that
V(x)<<q(N+m)2 } ln N, for all x # K , &5N8&ln Ndeg x=N,
where m=(5+2=) N6 and the implied constants depend only on = and A.
Proof. Since *1 *2 # K"K, by the Dirichlet’s theorem for A there exist
infinitely many monic polynomials Q and polynomials a in A such that
(Q, a)=1 and
deg(*1 *2&aQ)<&2 deg Q =
def
&N. (12)
We write
*1
*2
=
a
Q
+ f, for some f # K with deg f<&N. (13)
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Given any x # K satisfying &5N8&ln Ndeg x=N. For any j=1, 2,
again by the Dirichlet Theorem for A there exist monic polynomials Q1 , Q2
and polynomials a1 , a2 such that
deg(x*j&aj Qj)< &deg Qj&m, j=1, 2, (14)
where (Qj , aj)=1 and deg Qjm. Since deg *j=0, deg x*j=deg x
&5N8&ln N. Combining this with (14) and m>5N6>5N8, we have
aj {0 for large N and we write
x*j=
aj
Qj
+
f j
Qj
=
aj
Q j \1+
f j
aj+ , for some fj # K with deg f j<&m.
Thus we have
*1
*2
=
x*1
x*2
=
Q2a1
Q1a2
} \1+ f1a1+\1+
f2
a2+
&1
.
Since deg *1=deg *2=0, deg Q2 a1=deg Q1a2 . We may write
*1
*2
=
Q2a1
Q1a2
+ f3 , for some f3 # K with deg f3<&m.
By (13) and 0<m<N, we have
deg \ aQ&
Q2 a1
Q1 a2+< &m.
This implies
deg(a2Q1 a&Q2 a1 Q)<N2&m+deg Q1a2 .
If a2Q1 a&Q2a1Q{0, then deg Q1a2>&N2+m. If a2 Q1 a&Q2a1Q=0,
then
a
Q
=
Q2a1
Q1a2
.
Since (Q, a)=1, deg Q1a2deg Q=N2. Thus we always have deg Q1a2
>&N2+m. Since deg(x*2&a2 Q2)< &deg Q2&m, =Ndeg x
&5N8&ln N, deg *2=0, and m>5N6>5N8, we have =Ndeg x=
deg x*2=deg(a2 Q2) for large N. Combining these, we have
deg Q1Q2=deg Q1 a2+deg Q2 a2>&N2+m&=N.
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This implies that max[deg Q1 , deg Q2]> &N4+m2&=N2. Without
loss of generality, assume that deg Q1>&N4+m2&=N2. Since
m=(5+2=) N6, mdeg Q1>N&m. Combining this with (14) and
Corollary 3.4, we obtain
|S1(x)|=|S(x*1)|<<qN&(N&m)2 } ln N.
By (12), there exist infinitely many positive integers N such that
V(x)<<q(N+m)2 } ln N, for all &5N8&ln Ndeg x=N.
This completes the proof. K
Lemma 5.2. Let n be a positive integer and let =, N, and m be as in
Lemma 5.1. Then when =Nn, we have
|
&5N8&ln Ndeg a
|F(a)| /&n(a) da=o(q(3N+m)2).
Proof. By the definition of /&n , we know that /&n(a)=0 if deg an.
Thus /&n(a)=0 if deg a=N. Thus
|
&5N8&ln Ndeg a
|F(a)| /&n(a) da
=|
&5N8&ln Ndeg a=N
|F(a)| /&n(a) da.
Since V(a)=min[ |S1(a)|, |S2(a)|], we have
|F(a)|V(a)( |S1(a) S3(a)|+|S2(a) S3(a)| ).
This implies
|F(a)|V(a) :
3
j=1
|S j (a)|2.
By the definition of S j and Lemma 2.2, we obtain that
|
K
|Sj (a)|2 /&n(a) da
=|
K
:$
deg P1=deg P2=N
(P1 , P2)
E(a*j (P1&P2)) /&n(a) da
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is equal to the number of monic irreducible pairs (P1 , P2) with deg P1=
deg P2=N and deg(P1&P2)< &n. This implies that P1=P2 , and by the
prime number theorem for A,
|
K
|S j (a)| 2 /&n(a) da=?N<qNN.
Combining these with Lemma 5.1, we obtain
|
&5N8&ln Ndeg a=N
|F(a)| /&n(a) da
|
&5N8&ln Ndeg a=N
V(a) :
3
j=1
|Sj (a)|2 /&n(a) da
<<q(N+m)2 } ln N } qNN=o(q (3N+m)2).
This completes the proof. K
6. COMPLETION OF THE PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
We conclude the proof of Theorem 2.1 by collecting the above results.
First of all, Lemma 4.2 with n=[N14&3 ln N] gives
|
deg a &5N8&ln N
H(a) E(a*) /&n(a) da>>q27N14,
as N goes to . Combining this with Lemma 4.1, we get
|
deg a &5N8&ln N
F(a) E(a*) /&n(a) da>>q27N14,
as N goes to  and n=[N14&3 ln N]. If we take ==114 and n=
[N14&3 ln N] in Lemmas 5.2, we obtain that there are infinitely many
positive integers N (note that these N are deduced from *1 *2 # K K)
such that
|
&5N8&ln Ndeg a
F(a) E(a*) /&n(a) da=o(q27N14).
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Combining these, we obtain
|
K
:$
deg P1=N
:$
deg P2=N
:$
deg P3=N
E \a \*+ :
3
i=1
*iPi++ /&n(a) da
=|
K
F(a) E(a*) /&n(a) da
>>q27N14.
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that there exist infinitely many positive integers
N such that there are
>>q27N14
ordered triples of monic irreducible polynomials P1 , P2 , P3 with
deg Pi=N and
deg(*+*1 P1+*2P2+*3P3)< &[N14&3 ln N].
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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